
Cruise Ship at Squamish Terminals 
Accommodating VANOC Workforce in February and March 2010 

Background 

A cruise ship will be berthed at 
Squamish Terminals in February  
and March 2010 to provide  
accommodation for VANOC staff 
and volunteers.   The cruise ship  
will be docked at Squamish  
Terminals from January 26 to March 
23, and will temporarily house as 
many as 1,100 workers from Canada 
and around the world. 

Squamish Terminals amending 
operations to be part of local  
community’s  legacy 

Squamish Terminals is proud to be a part of Squamish’s 2010 Winter Games legacy by  
supporting local economic opportunities, and contributing to VANOC’s efforts to involve  
the community in the Games.  For nearly two months, Squamish Terminals will amend its  
industrial operations and lease one of its two berths to VANOC for the cruise ship (the  
company will continue to provide terminal services to its customers by using its second 
berth). 

Buses to transport VANOC workforce to and from Squamish 

In keeping with VANOC’s commitment to sustainability, VANOC workers will be transported 
on buses to and from Squamish Terminals to sport venues.  The bus service will help limit the 
number of cars required to move such a large number of people along the Sea to Sky  
Corridor. 

In addition, VANOC is organizing a shuttle service that will operate locally to transport  
workers and crew directly into Squamish, with scheduled stops from early in the morning to 
late in the evening.  This shuttle service will provide exposure to local businesses, and ensures 
workers and crew can access the many products and services Squamish has to offer. 

Fast Facts: 

 The cruise ship will arrive in Squamish from Piraeus, Greece and berth at Squamish  
Terminals (Berth #1) from January 26 to March 23.  The ship is over 200 meters long. 

 VANOC workforce staying on the ship includes staff, volunteers and contractors. 

 In February and March 2010 approximately 1,100 staff and volunteer workers and up to 300 
ship crew members will reside on the cruise ship. 

 The VANOC shuttle service will include scheduled stops at locations throughout Squamish 
(e.g. restaurants, bars, grocery stores) and then back to the cruise ship.  

 Squamish Terminals will continue to provide terminal services to its customers by using its 
second berth.  

For more information contact Kim Stegeman at tides@sqterminals.com.  

FALL/WINTER 2009 

Did you know… 

Howe Sound is the unfilled section of a 
~150km long glacial-carved, fault-oriented 
trough that runs almost north-south 
through the Coast Mountain Range of  
British Columbia. 

Source: Flood-related change on the Squamish 
Delta, Brucker et al., 2007 
www.omg.unb.ca/omg/papers/
Brucker_Steve_USHydro07.pdf 

Our business  
at a glance 
Squamish Terminals (ST) is a deep-water, 
break-bulk terminal situated at the north 
end of the Howe Sound - just 32 nautical 
miles north of the Port of Vancouver. 
Since 1972 we have been efficiently     
handling cargo for loading to  or from 
ocean vessels, barges and trucks.  

With two berths, three warehouses,     
specialized handling equipment,             
an experienced work force and an        
intermodal transportation infrastructure 
(including rail, ocean and truck), ST      
efficiently imports and exports cargo to 
major markets worldwide.  

ST is a wholly owned subsidiary of Grieg 
Star Shipping AS (based in Bergen,       
Norway). 

Break-bulk cargo refers to goods that 
must be loaded individually, not in     
shipping containers or in bulk as with     
oil and grain.  

Photo: Cruise Ship to be berthed at Squamish Terminals 



Captain Sison on the High Seas 
The Grieg Star Kilimanjaro arrived in Squamish on its maiden voyage October 13, 2009. We 
had the privilege of interviewing Captain Sison who navigated the Grieg Star Kilimanjaro 
into safe harbor at Squamish Terminals. We asked Captain Sison to explain to us what life is 
like on the high seas. 

How long have you been a captain?  
I've been a captain for 17 years and with Grieg Star Shipping for 18 years. 

Where are you from (home city, country)? 
I was born in Manila and now reside in Las Pinas (South of Manila), Philippines. 

Is this both the  Grieg Star Kilimanjaro's and your Maiden Voyage to Squamish? 
This is Grieg Star Kilimanjaro's Maiden Voyage to Squamish. Myself, I have been to Squamish several 
times. 

On this voyage what is your starting port and ending port? 
We started the maiden voyage in Qingdao, China, where we loaded empty containers which we 
discharged in New Westminster.  After that, we began loading cargo in Vancouver and after leaving 
B.C., we will proceed to North Europe. This voyage will end in Brake, Germany. 

How long is your voyage on the Grieg Star Kilimanjaro? 
I have been on the Grieg Star Kilimanjaro since delivery (September 2009) and will stay until around 
end of February 2010. 

Do you stay with the Grieg Star Kilimanjaro the entire time or do you move from one to  
another during your tour? 
After my contract here and about 3 months vacation I will be going to another Grieg Star Shipping 
vessel. 

How many crew are onboard the vessel? 
There are a total of 19 crew members onboard the vessel. 

What do you/your crew do when you are in Port? 
In port, we do the routine jobs and when we get the chance, we go ashore. Squamish is the most 
convenient port for us for shopping and eating out in restaurants. This is because the terminal is not 
very far from downtown.  We can walk from the ship to downtown (and vice-versa), which is good 
exercise. 

What do you think of Squamish & the Howe Sound area? 
It is a clean, peaceful and beautiful place. I enjoy looking at Shannon Falls from the ship. 

What is your favourite thing about coming home? 
Being with my family and playing with my grandchildren. 

What food do you miss when you are at sea? 
Sushi and noodles, prepared Philippines-style. We call it pancit (noodles) palabok, served by a certain 
chain of restaurants. This can also be had in Vancouver, in some Filipino-owned restaurants. 

How would you summarize your life at sea? 
Interesting, exciting and challenging! I am fortunate to have met many locals and tourists from  
different countries and learned a little bit about their customs and traditions. 

Captain Sison 

Crew of the Grieg Star Kilimanjaro posing in the  
vessel’s recreation room. Basketball anyone? 

Kent Warwick and Kim Stegeman present Captain 
Sison with a First Nations carving in honour of  the 
Grieg Star Kilimanjaro’s Maiden Voyage . 



A member of the community 
Squamish Rotary 

The Rotary Club of Squamish was founded on September 12, 1966 to 
bring the objectives of Rotary International to the community of 
Squamish. Those objectives are: 

"to encourage and foster the ideal of service as a basis of worthy  
enterprise and, in particular, to encourage and foster: 
FIRST: The development of acquaintance as an opportunity for service; 
SECOND: High ethical standards in business and professions, the recogni-
tion of the worthiness of all useful occupations, and the dignifying of each 
Rotarian's occupation as an opportunity to serve society; 
THIRD: The application of the ideal of service in each Rotarian's personal, business, and community 
life; 
FOURTH: The advancement of international understanding, goodwill, and peace through a world 
fellowship of business and professional persons united in the ideal of service." 
 
The mission of Rotary International, a worldwide association of Rotary clubs, is to provide 
service to others, to promote high ethical standards, and to advance world understanding, 
goodwill, and peace through its fellowship of business, professional, and community  
leaders. Current Squamish membership is 61 members including Ron Anderson, President & 
C.E.O. of Squamish Terminals as well as his wife, Debbie.  
 
The club supports several international projects including, Emmanuel Boyz Rescue Centre in 
Kenya, Grassroots Assistance in Rural Development (GARD) a water project in Uganda, Casa 
Colibri, a medical clinic in Guatemala as well as several local projects. They created the  
community garden, and they liaise with RCMP and the local elementary schools to run a 
bicycle safety event each spring. They support the Big Brothers/Big Sisters Teen Mentoring 
Program, the Squamish Elementary Schools Breakfast Program, and they implemented the 
Linda Carney Rotary Cares Foundation several years ago, which pays for medical expenses 
not otherwise paid for by members of the community.  
 
For more information visit the Rotary Club website at www.squamishrotary.com. 
 

Technology Reuse Program 

Whenever Squamish Terminals replaces electronic 
equipment or office equipment we try to find  
organizations that can reuse the older equipment.  One 
'partner in reuse' has been  Stawamus Elementary 
School in Squamish.  

Squamish Terminals has donated computers, printers 
and digital cameras to Stawamus as well as some office 
furniture.  Recently, Stawamus Elementary was able to 
reuse our older telephone system and Squamish  
Terminals was able to request that the supplier perform 
the re-installation of the system at Stawamus at a  
reduced price. 

Angela Uren, Principal of Stawamus Elementary said, 
“We greatly appreciate any donations from businesses 
within our local community.  It makes our school a  

better place to be.  The staff and students appreciate the kindness and generosity of Squam-
ish Terminals”. 

Pacific Western  
Navigation LP 
Pacific Western Navigation formed in June 
of 2009. Affiliated with the Ledcor Group of 
companies Pacific Western Navigation LP 
is primarily engaged in Ship Docking and 
General Marine towing activities in Howe 
Sound and B C Southern Coastal areas. 

Two main principals are Mr. Grant Mebs, 
President and Mr. Dave Lemoine, Vice-
President Operations. Currently employing 
8 individuals, the Company plans are to 
grow and expand their fleet of general 
purpose tugs to meet customer  
requirements.  

Company currently has two tugs. The 62’ 
twin screw ‘Storm Wave’ (pictured above) 
is powered by two diesel engines provid-
ing a total of 1440 horsepower through 
two ‘Kort Nozzles’.  The company’s smaller 
tug is the 43’ Storm Fury’ powered by two 
diesel engines providing a total of 1250  
horsepower through two ‘Kort Nozzles’.    

The company’s base of operations is at the 
south end of the old Nexen lands (now 
known as the Squamish Oceanfront Lands) 
in Squamish, B.C.. The tugs are moored 
against the company’s operations barge, 
which contains a 2170 square foot  
operations building. 

For more information on Pacific  
Western Navigation LP contact 
(604) 699-tugs (8847).  

Storm Wave 



Contact Us 
We are eager to hear your feedback about this edition of “Tides” as well as any sugges-
tions for future issues. Please email us at tides@sqterminals.com. We also invite you to 
sign up for the e-newsletter version of “Tides” at www.squamishterminals.com.  

The Pacific Pilotage Authority 
 

The PPA’s mission is to provide safe, efficient pilotage by working in 
partnership with Pilots and the shipping industry to protect the 
interests of the people of Canada.  In 2008, over 12,500 pilotage 
assignments were carried out through B.C.’s pristine waters with 
virtually no incident. Year after year, B.C.’s marine pilots consistently 
maintain a 99.9% incident-free safety record. 
 
What is a Marine Pilot? 
 B.C.’s marine pilots are highly skilled mariners who safely guide foreign deep sea vessels, 

into and out of B.C.’s 60 ports, using their vast experience and local knowledge. Their  
contribution to safe navigation in B.C’s waters directly benefits B.C.’s citizens and  
environment. 

When pilotage services are required, pilots are dispatched to meet vessels as they enter 
designated compulsory pilotage areas. Pilots board the vessel by means of a pilot ladder 
and, once aboard, proceed to the bridge area from which they guide the vessel until it has 
safely transited through the pilotage district, or has safely arrived alongside the dock.  
During their assignment, pilots provide the bridge team with directions as to the safest 
course and speed to avoid hazards. 

 The PPA ensures that the pilots are available whenever needed; it sets the pilotage fees 
which are collected from the shipping lines using the service, such that there is no cost to 
the public. 

 
How does pilotage work in B.C.? 
 The PPA, the pilots and the shipping industry 

work in close collaboration to ensure the 
safety of marine navigation along B.C.’s  
coastline. 

One of the most important characteristics of 
pilotage in Canada is that pilots are free to 
exercise their professional judgement,  
independent from commercial pressure. It is 
in the public interest for pilots to ensure 
safety remains the priority. 

 Pilot candidates start with an average of 20 
years of maritime experience, often hailing 
from the tug boat industry, the Canadian Coast Guard, B.C. Ferries or the deep sea and 
fishing industry. Along with this experience, apprentice pilots gain expert knowledge of 
local conditions by studying every aspect of the B.C. coastline. Once candidates have 
demonstrated the highest standards of seamanship, through written and oral exams, and 
have been licensed as pilots, specialized training continues throughout their career so as 
to ensure they keep knowledge current and keep pace with changing technology. Every 
year, the PPA spends over half a million dollars on such training. 

 
For more information on the PPA visit www.ppa.gc.ca. 
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Home port 
Squamish Terminals welcomes…. 

Alison (Ali) Hunter 

Ali joined Squamish Terminals summer of 
2009 in the Traffic Department. 

Ali moved to Squamish in December 2006 
from Australia. ’”I chose Squamish because 
a) I had friends here, b) it really is the  
greatest place on earth (a photographer’s  
paradise) with the mountains, the ocean, 
The Stawamus Chief, Shannon Falls, Mount 
Garibaldi, it’s the recreation capital of 
North America – who could want anymore 
than that? – and the ‘Heart of the Sea to 
Sky’ and c) now my heart lives here too!”, 
boasts Ali. 

When Ali is not at work she is very involved 
in the community, including: 

 Volunteerism 
 Squamish Day’s Loggers Sports (2007 

to current) 
 Squamish Youth Triathlon (2009) 
 Photographer for Recycle Bicycle 

(2009) 
Weekly Lunchtime Program @  

Stawamus Elementary (2009) 
 Instructor @ Brennan Park Swimming 

Pool 
Member of Howe Sound Curling Club 


